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KIT – One legal entity, two missions, three tasks
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KIM- Integrated Information Management at KIT 
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KIM - Integrated Information Management at KIT 
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CRIS and OAR
Support the entire life cycle of the research process
Support strategic research planning
Support the development of an e-science infrastructure 
Rich and contextual information network
Integration and interoperability
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Initial Situation
Two publication databases (135.000 records)
Two repositories (9000 records)
Two project databases
Two „cultures“ of research management and reporting
8000 staff
650 Mio. € turnover
Multi-facetted Open Access strategy (policy, publication 
fund, institutional publishing house KIT Scientific 
Publishing)
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KIM-FIS
March 2010: Executive board of KIT initiates the project to 
build a CRIS
July 2010: In a tendering process KIT decides to choose 
CONVERIS (by AVEDAS AG) as a software platform 
Agile development and long term development of the 
product in a strategic partnership of KIT and AVEDAS
December 2010: First demonstrator presented to 
stakeholder groups
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KIM-FIS – back-end for 
reporting and evaluation at
KIT








Department of Research (FOR)
Associate partners: 
Steinbuch Center for Computing (SCC)
Innovation Department (IMA)
Department of Organization Development (ORBIT)
Public Relations and Marketing Department (PKM)
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Comprehensive view on research information
Managing the research portfolio across system boundaries
...






Usage statistics OA Statistics, PIRUS (Counter)
Long term archive formats (PDF/A)
Persistent indentifiers (DOI, URN)
Integration into library workflows
Roles and rights management
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KIM-FIS / CONVERIS: 
Linking research information
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KIM-FIS / CONVERIS: 
OA Publication management
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